_confused about your career?

A certification from Institute of Forensic Science, Gujarat Forensic Sciences University could be your gateway to a golden career.

Gujarat Forensic Sciences University, functioning under the flagship of Home Department of Government of Gujarat, is the only University across the globe, dedicated to Forensic and Investigative Science.

Applications are invited for the following certifications:

- **Electronic Evidence Examiner**
- **Fraud Examination Professional**
- **Information Security Professional**

Fees: Rs. 4,500 for students and Rs. 10,000 for professionals

Institute of Forensic Science
Gujarat Forensic Sciences University
Sector 18-A, Gandhinagar - 382007. www.gfsu.edu.in

info@lexcode.in  Call: 09730857297
k.singh@gfsu.edu.in  (079)65735503
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